1. IDEN A was a PBRMEN C/T operator trained in ZBETAL.
   Assigned to KUBARK NET operating inside PBRMEN 1960-61 under
   leadership PEBRIME CITIZEN IDEN C. Iden A was infiltrated PBRMEN
   legally fall 1960.

2. Contact with IDEN A lost end of 1961. Approximately
   same time IDEN C arrested and later executed. Until contact re
   established with IDEN A son. Who currently serving in
   PEBRIME military disposition. IDEN A unknown. According to son IDEN
   C was arrested as part of general arrest in PEBRIME. But released
   after several days for lack of evidence.

3. IDEN A and his wife IDEN B who is in ill health desire
   come PEBRIME. For fast services rendered KUBARK desires assist
   them.

4. We can bring them PEBRIME under special procedures thus
ELIMINATING VISA PROCESSING IF SUBJECTS CAN GET TO THIRD COUNTRY.

5. REQUEST MEKI ARRANGE TRANSIT VISAS FOR IDEN A AND B AND ALLOW THEIR TRAVEL FROM PREDOM TO MEKI.

6. MAY NEED MEKI ASSISTANCE IN DEPOSITING MONEY PRESENT FOR CARE.

SUBJECTS AIR WILL ADVISE.
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